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Introduction

3

10 Years InterMediaKT
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At InterMediaKT we celebrated our 10 year
presence in the civil society. Our team has  
grown and it counts 16 people. We are  
setting a set of new goals to achieve, always
in synchronization with the invaluable input
of our team members, volunteers and
partners.

This anniversary was an excellent
opportunity to redefine our goals, to seek
out  for the needs of the society and to
redefine our aims, by directing them via the
axes of accessibility and inclusion.

Looking back fills us with nostalgia, and
gratitude for all we have achieved. As we
move forward, we remain focused on our
vision and strive to create positive change.
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10 Years of Knowledge

Transfer

10 Years

InterMediaKT
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Impact

2022 in numbers
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18-30 y. old

31-60 y. old

<18  y. old60+ y. old

training hours

137

Impact
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493
directly benefited

persons37,3%

35,6%
2,2%24,9%

women

75,3%
men

24,7%
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Educational

Activities and

Events

Find out about the actions we carried out in

2022
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Training of organizations

Educational

Activities and

Events

2022

At InterMediaKT we transfer knowledge and

this year we held a series of trainings in 2

NGOs on various technological topics. Now,

more civil society actors can implement

their work more efficiently and effectively

using technology while increasing their

impact.

In the frame of the European project

Geeks4Education we implemented a

workshop, using the benchlearning method,

during which we had a meaningful

exchange of good practices, initiatives and

tools to strengthen the teaching and

learning of STEM and digital skills inclusively.

Educational

Activities and

Events

Annual Report 2022

Educational workshop in

collaboration with ITYE

DIOFANTOS
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ON-OFF - Project 

completion event

2022

In April 2022, the European ON-OFF project

was completed with a final event in Patras.

We discussed the results and impact of the

project, through a public dialogue on

"Gender Violence in the Digital Age and the

Role of Education" with special guests from

important national and European

institutions.

In the frame of the "R.E.T.E. 2: Reinforce,

Education, Training and Empowerment"

project, we hosted 3 members of Giosef f

Italy. A training aimed at strengthening their

knowledge of communication in the third

sector, in order to improve the way of

promotion and the quality of educational

activities, while increasing the international

visibility of the organization.

R.E.T.E - Training

Educational Activities and Events

DISAWORK webinars 

Through the European project DISAWORK,

which aims to promote emotional

intelligence in the workplace, we

conducted a series of webinars where

participants learned 10 essential emotional

skills that they can apply in their personal

and professional lives.
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2022

On the occasion of the completion of the

European project Young Mediators for

inclusion – (YMI), we organized an event to

disseminate and promote the results of the

project, discussing and highlighting the issue

of accessibility to technology, hosted by IEK

Delta Patras 360.

Technology Accessibility:

Do's and Don'ts!

Educational Activities and Events

The project "A hug for the e-lderly" made a

trip to 8 cities in Greece. Workshops and

open discussions defending the rights of

older people in the digital age, were the

main outcomes along with the application

"HUG 65+" and the documentary "A hug for

the the e-lderly".

Hug 65+ Roadtrip 

COM-Education

We hosted in Patras the first training activity

of the European project COM, to share a

set of digital tools with youth workers,

disseminate digital methodologies, online

communication strategies and good

practices for non-formal education.
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2022

We informed the youth of Patras about

ways they can discover new opportunities

to explore Europe, through interactive

games and with the support of student

organizations. The event took place at the

University of Patras and in the city center, as

part of the Eurodesk Time to Move

campaign.

Time to Move Event

Educational Activities and Events

Through a two-day experiential seminar, we

promoted the empowerment of life skills,

social entrepreneurship and digital skills that

increase the possibilities of professional

advancement and are the basis for new

professional opportunities and exits.

Transferring Life & Digital skills

Coffee Breaks - Podcasts

One of the main goals of InterMediaKT is to

facilitate the transfer of knowledge through

interactive media. Our established

podcasts, called Coffee Breaks, host people

who help us deliver conversations about

current events and key issues that revolve

around actions, roles, opinions,

opportunities and experiences.

GREAT IDEAS START WITH GOOD COFFEE!

COFFEE BREAKS

INTERMEDIAKT
LISTEN NOW!

GRAB YOUR COFFEE 
AND JOIN US!
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Learning &

Technology Tools

Our deliverables for 2022
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Hug 65+ | Mobile App

Seedforfuture.eu

Learning &

Technology

Tools

2022

Learning &

Technology Tools

Through interactive games and

exercises that create a

pleasant environment for

information and education,

older people and more can

learn about their rights and

discover ways to protect them.

Digital application for

the rights of people

65+.

SEED Educational

Platform

The SEED platform is a toolkit

that provides educators with

resources and practical tools to

integrate creativity-based

methods into their teaching

practices. It also offers

educational sessions and

workshops, hosting a

community of educators to

connect, share experiences

and collaborate.
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https://seedforfuture.eu/creativity-based-methods/
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BtG - MOOC Platform

Disawork.eu - Platform

2022

The project Bridging the Gap

has developed online courses in

six languages, aimed at

strengthening the digital skills of

women entrepreneurs in rural

areas. The material covers

various topics with the aim of

increasing their entrepreneurial

skills, training and employment

opportunities while reducing the

digital gender divide.

BtG Educational

Platform

DISAWORK

Educational Platform

On the DISAWORK platform,

you can test your level of

emotional intelligence through

an online quiz. You can also

enhance your skills to improve

how you manage your

emotions in the workplace

through free online courses!

Learning & Technology Tools
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https://bridgingruralgap.eu/el/mooc-greek-modules/
https://disawork.eu/quiz/
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YMI | Mobile App

ysep4youth.eu

2022

As a result of the Young

Mediators for Inclusion project,

a mobile application was

developed that helps to

promote empowerment and

create equal opportunities for

people with autism and their

inclusion through mediators in

society. The application is

available in 6 languages.

YMI Digital App

YSEP Digital Library

The YSEP website we created,

features interviews with

successful young entrepreneurs

in a variety of industries and

provides resources and tools for

would-be young entrepreneurs

to provide inspiration,

guidance, valuable insights

and opportunities to connect

with other young

entrepreneurs.

Learning & Technology Tools
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Volunteering

Actions

Our offer in 2022
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Volunteering

Actions

2022

European Solidarity Corps

Our team grew with the addition of four

volunteers within the European Solidarity

Corps program. They  are staying with us for

8 months to contribute to the  the

organization and its vision while acquiring

new skills.

Volunteering

Actions

In cooperation with the organization AIESEC

Greece, we hosted Bedirhan Akdogan from

Turkey for 6 weeks during the volunteer

Scale-Up program, contributing his

communication skills and abilities to our

team.

Scale -up 

Active volunteers from the local community

are very important to our organization as

their ongoing support, knowledge and

energy, helps the organization grow. W

strive to  provide them with a safe and open

space to develop in the direction they

desire.

Local volunteers
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Participation in

events -

Networking

Our team entries for 2022
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Participation in

events -

Networking

2022

Eurodesk Multiplier’s

Seminar – Brussels

We were delighted to participate

this year for the first time in the

Eurodesk Multiplier Seminar in

Brussels, as official multipliers of

the Eurodesk National Network,

taking part in interactive

workshops and having the

opportunity to network with other

actors from different countries in

Europe, in order to more

effectively spread mobility

opportunities for young people.

Participation in

events -Networking

Annual Report 2022

Run Greece

Our team put aside their laptops

for a while to put on their sports

shoes and participate in the 5 km

route of Run Greece Patras 2022

with the aim of promoting the

active participation of citizens in

health and wellness activities, as

well as highlighting the benefits

of sports in our lives!

Pink the City – Alma

Zois

We supported the breast cancer

awareness campaign organized

by Alma Zois Patras and the

institution Pink the City 2022,

actively participating in the

symbolic walk "Pink the City" in

the center of the city.

TEDx Patras

This year we participated as a

Community Partner at TEDx

Patras 2022 on the theme of

"Transformation". Standing at the

Community & Innovation Alley

we had the opportunity to share

actions and ways that can cause

transformation through digital

skills, volunteering and social

innovation.
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2022

Participation in events - Networking
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Recognition

Our awards for 2022
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2022

Recognition

2022

Bravo Sustainability Dialogue & Awards 2022

InterMediaKT was a candidate in Bravo Sustainability Dialogue & Awards

2022 in the Civil Society Organizations category of the Bravo institution

which aims to highlight initiatives that promote Sustainable

Development, supporting a more sustainable future.

Recognition
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Recognition

2022

"A Hug for the e-lderly"

Black Cat Award International Film Festival Bolivia: Best Documentary

Short Film for Humanity

Athvikvarumi International Film Festival India: Best Social Awareness

Short Film Spotlight Documentary

Film Awards Atlanta, USA: Gold Award Winner Spotlight

Documentary

The documentary of the project “A Hug for the e-ldelrly” was awarded

in international competitions, winning 3 prizes:

τρίτη e λικίαΜια αγκαλιά για την 
-

E Ν Α  Ν Τ Ο Κ Ι Μ Α Ν Τ Ε Ρ  Γ Ι Α  Τ Ο  Δ Ι Κ Α Ι Ω Μ Α  Τ Η Σ  Ι Σ Ο Τ Ι Μ Η Σ  Π Ρ Ο Σ Β Α Σ Η Σ  Κ Α Ι
Σ Υ Μ Μ Ε Τ Ο Χ Η Σ  Τ Ω Ν  Α Τ Ο Μ Ω Ν  Μ Ε Γ Α Λ Υ Τ Ε Ρ Η Σ  Η Λ Ι Κ Ι Α Σ  Σ Τ Ο Ν  Ψ Η Φ Ι Α Κ Ο  Κ Ο Σ Μ Ο .  
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Funders

Supporters &

Partners

Because without all of you in 2022, nothing

could come true
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Media Sponsors

Funders

Community Partners

Funders

Supporters &

Partners

2022

Funders 

Supporters 

& Partners
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Partners

Funders

Supporters &

Partners

2022
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Our team

The members of the IMKT team for 2022
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Nikos Matsankos
Multimedia & Design

Manager

Panagiotis Antonopoulos
President - IT Manager

Grigoris Archimandritis
Fundraising Manager

Antonela Kotsoni
Project Manager -
Education Officer

Maria Christodoulou
Office Administration

Manager

Aspasia Kralli
Communication Officer

Panagiotis
Sakellaropoulos

Software Engineer

Adessa Zadia
Education Officer

Nancy Papaioannou
Web Developer

Tereza Zogopoulou  
 Project Assistant 

Dimitris Georgakis-Kostas 
Junior Web Developer

Miranda Vatikioti
Fundraising Assistant

Ana Timotijevic
Multimedia & Graphic

Design Assistant

Ilke Serra Atican
Education & Youth

Assistant

Souad Anouar
Fundraising Assistant

Melike Pala
Communication and

Media Assistant

The members of the IMKT team for 2022

Our team

2022

Our team
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Epilogue

Coming to the end of one

very creative year
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Τhe end of a very creative year

Our team members, partners and supporters will be our fellow travelers in this next

chapter.

As we conclude this year's annual report, we reflect on a decade of growth,

achievement and social impact. Over the past ten years, our organization has

transformed and evolved, constantly striving to fulfill its mission and make a

meaningful contribution to civil society.

Through our programs, initiatives and partnerships, we have embarked on our

vision of knowledge transfer, having significantly contributed to change, giving

our beneficiaries the opportunity to unlock their full potential and adapt to the

fast-paced and ever-changing digital environment.

We are proud of all the success stories, the mistakes and obstacles we have

overcome and the milestones we have achieved. We are embarking on the next

chapter of our organization's journey, with renewed enthusiasm, inspiration and

even more dedication to our purpose. At the same time, we recognize that

evolution will come through addressing the challenges that arise but also by

offering more and more to our surroundings, remaining steadfast in our

commitment to adapt, innovate and push our limits.

Epilogue Epilogue

2022
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Thank you for being part of our story. Let's continue to inspire, innovate and

progress together, making a positive impact on our society and the world around

us.

We express our deepest gratitude to our dedicated team, partners, and

supporters who have been instrumental in our journey. Together, we have

achieved a lot and are excited as we move forward in our pursuit of knowledge

transfer as well as bridging the digital divide and contributing to inclusive digital

empowerment.

Epilogue

2022
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Contact Details

+30 2610 220 515

info@intermediakt.org

www.intermediakt.org

InterMediaKT 
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